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Synopsis

ACT I

Prologue: A narrator introduces the story of young woman who is offered a position as the Governess of two children: a niece and nephew of a handsome, bold businessman working in London. The Governess is tasked with “doing everything” for the children and is expressly told never to write or to worry their uncle. Despite some concerns, she accepts the position.

The coach ride: On her coach ride to their country home, Bly House, the Governess ponders what awaits her. In a moment of foreboding, she asks herself, “What could go wrong?”

Bly House: Two beautiful and charming children—Miles and Flora—are just as excited and anxious to meet their new Governess as she is to meet them. Once she arrives, she is welcomed by Mrs. Grose, the housekeeper, who shares that the children are good and bright but a bit too lively for an old housekeeper to care for alone. Later, a letter arrives and informs the Governess of Miles’ expulsion from school because of “an injury to his friends...” Initially, both Mrs. Grose and the Governess find the news shocking, as they both believe Miles to be generally gentle and even angelic. They decide the letter must be a “wicked lie,” and decide not to discuss it further or contact the children’s uncle. As summer progresses, the Governess becomes more comfortable in her position. She walks through the grounds, lamenting that her employer can’t see how well she does his bidding. When she reaches a tower on the grounds, she sees a stranger in the window. The unknown man vanishes before the Governess can identify him.
A few days later, while the children play together, the Governess sees the same mysterious man peering into a window at Bly. Mrs. Grose finds the Governess in her shocked state. When the Governess shares what she has seen, Mrs. Grose reveals that the unknown man resembles the old valet of the estate, a man named Peter Quint. Mrs. Grose confesses she always feared Quint and felt he was too “free” with both the children and the previous governess, Miss Jessel. Finally, she shares that both Peter Quint and Miss Jessel have died. Upon hearing Quint’s history, the Governess swears to protect the children from his ghost. Strange things begin to happen around the house. During a Latin lesson, Miles sings an unnerving song which the Governess does not recall teaching him. While Flora plays with her doll near a lake on the Bly estate, the Governess sees a woman watching them across the lake who she believes is the deceased Miss Jessel. When both Quint and Jessel lure the children out of bed one night, the Governess interrupts their connection to the children and confronts Miles. Miles cries, “You see! I am bad! I am bad, aren’t I?”

ACT II
Quint and Jessel discuss their intentions regarding the children. The Governess, in distress, questions what to do next, as she fears she is lost and surrounded by evil.

A church: As Mrs. Grose, the Governess and the children walk to church, the two women debate whether or not to write to the uncle. The Governess isn’t sure what she’d say—she fears she or the children might be going mad. Mrs. Grose urges her not to worry. Out of earshot of the others, Miles reveals to the Governess his knowledge of “the others” and insinuates she do something about it.

Bly House: The Governess discovers Miss Jessel seated at her schoolroom desk. After commanding Miss Jessel to leave, the Governess finally writes to her employer and urges him for help. The Governess tells Miles she has written to his uncle for help and pleads with the boy to open up to her about both his past and present. When Quint overhears, he coerces Miles to steal the Governess’ letter.

While Miles plays piano in the schoolroom, Flora tricks Mrs. Grose into falling asleep so she can slip away. The Governess gathers Mrs. Grose to rescue Flora from Miss Jessel, leaving Miles indoors. She fears that he is already lost to Quint. The women find Flora by the lake. Miss Jessel appears to the Governess but not to Mrs. Grose. When Flora, too, aggressively denies seeing Miss Jessel, the Governess is left broken and defeated. Back in the house, Mrs. Grose informs the Governess that she will take Flora away from Bly after Flora confessed unspeakable horrors in her dreams. The Governess then confronts Miles about her missing letter, but it is too late. Miles dies in her arms after speaking Peter Quint’s name.

Notes from Leigh Holman
Stage director

Novelist Henry James is not new to opera at CU. Writer Colm Tóibín spent a CU NOW (CU New Opera Workshop) season with us as we workshopped his multi-award winning novel turned libretto, The Master (with composer Alberto Caruso) in summer of 2014. Since reading Tóibín’s novel about the inner life of author Henry James and workshopping The Master (the opera) with director Ron Daniels, I have longed to bring James’ The Turn of the Screw back to our stage. Not the first production presented here (last produced in 2004 by my esteemed predecessor Bill Gustafson), this opera is a haunting, brilliantly composed masterpiece perfectly fitting for our students’ voices and our intimate Music Theatre venue.

This year, we bring a new production inspired by German expressionism—and created by artistic team scenic designer Bruce Bergner, projection designers Iain Court and Teri Wagner, and lighting designer Mark Gabriel DeBell—to Eklund Opera. I have long wanted to direct this piece and with projected images to further highlight the Gothic feel of Bly House, the supernatural and the haunting whole tone music of Britten. This is truly a dream come true, and I am grateful to conductor Jeremy Reger for proposing the idea last year.

When directing The Turn of the Screw, two questions always emerge: Is the Governess insane and imagining the supernatural goings on at Bly House—or are we truly haunted by former governess Miss Jessel and valet Peter Quint? Throughout our process of bringing this piece to the stage, we have found our way into this chilling story and together with our student actors, we have discovered answers through intense work in rehearsals, creating backstories for these characters and making artistic choices based on the music and words that Benjamin Britten, Myfanwy Piper and the novelist himself, Henry James, offer us.

Why is it that we as audiences of TV, movies, plays and operas want to be scared stiff? Why do these haunting psychological journeys pique our interest? The mystery of the supernatural and the human psyche seem to be the focus of much of our art throughout time—the mind loves the puzzle, the body loves the feel of the heartbeat and the spirit longs for the unexplainable. Enjoy your journey.
Notes from Jeremy Reger
Music director

Benjamin Britten was my gateway drug into the opera world. I remember watching the giant crowd scene from Peter Grimes for the first time when I was but seventeen. The entire chorus hunts Peter down and screams his name, “Grimes! Peter Grimes!” It is such an invigorating and exciting moment in music, and I knew I had to be part of whatever I was witnessing.

The Turn of the Screw is one of the most chilling and disturbing operas in the repertoire. We start with Henry James’ ambiguous and horror-filled short story of the same name. The librettist, Myfanwy Piper, and Britten transformed the tale into a musical composition that leaves the audience with few answers. Are the ghosts real? Is the Governess mad? Truth is concealed, and innocence is lost. The only line not inspired by Henry James, but rather by poet W.B. Yeats, is the Act II opening: “The ceremony of innocence is drowned.” In our modern society, with truth always being questioned, what is the importance of innocence?

Britten uses every note in this score to take the audience on a rollercoaster ride of ambiguity and terror. Early 20th century extended compositional techniques can often be difficult for an audience to take, but with Britten’s master hand, everything serves the dramatic action. After the opening prelude, the orchestra enters with a 12-tone theme that is manipulated in between each of the 16 scenes by a set of variations that create the atmosphere for the scene to come. Each dramatic scene also features a different instrument in the ensemble. And what an orchestra score! This is an exceptional tour de force for the instrumentalists. With only 13 in the orchestra, every player needs a soloistic approach to tell this fascinating story.

Within this tightly controlled compositional architecture, Britten weaves his fascinating characters in and out of the music, never clarifying who is the actual protagonist and antagonist. Is the Governess really protecting the children, or is she leading the descent into madness? How can the ghosts be evil when their music is often times the most lyrical, the most beautiful? Britten invites us to board this unstable ride and enjoy the ever-shifting perspectives of this tragic and tormented tale. In our contemporary society where we are so often asked to choose sides, isn’t it exciting, even a little bit scary, to live in the gray area of mystery and murkiness for a few hours? Whether this is your first experience with opera or you have been bitten by the Britten bug, I hope that our love of this piece is as infectious and eye opening as my first experience with his music.
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Bruce Bergner has been an award-winning stage designer in professional theatre and opera for more than 25 years.
With a resume boasting 130 realized designs at reputable companies across the United States, he now is expanding his research into the realm of experience design: the design of live, human experiences such as those found at theme parks, museums, attractions, monuments, in retail and entertainment establishments and at site-specific performance events. He also recently published a theory book on design—The Poetics of Stage Space: The Theory and Process of Theatrical Scene Design—to strong reviews. Bergner teaches stage design in the Department of Theatre & Dance at CU Boulder.
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Mark J. Gabriel DeBell is a north Denver native and holds a BA from Loretto Heights College. He was a member of the Tony Award-winning Denver Center Theatre Company for 20 years as a stagehand. As a lighting designer, his credits include productions for Opera Colorado, Eklund Opera, Augustina Arts, Swallow Hill Music and Hawaii Performing Arts Company. DeBell joined the SMG Theatrical Services team in July of 2013 as a production manager at the Denver Performing Arts Complex and has advanced over 285 shows in that time. Between his work with the Denver Center Theatre Company, production involvement in the complex with various companies and now with SMG, Mark has worked in the DPAC venues for 35 years.
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Leigh Holman balances a teaching and professional stage directing career in the United States and abroad. In recent years, she has made directing debuts at the Pafos Aphrodite Festival in Cyprus, L’Opéra de Montréal and Florida Grand Opera. Recent CU Boulder productions include West Side Story, Eugene Onegin, Sweeney Todd and Ariodante. As well-suited to new operatic works as she is to traditional works, Holman has produced and directed workshops of operas in association with composers and librettists, including Jake Heggie, Gene Scheer, Mark Campbell, Mark Adamo, Colm Toibin, Kirke Mechem, Libby Larsen, Lori Laitman, Herschel Garfein, Robert Aldridge, Daniel Kellogg, Alberto Caruso and Dave Mason. As the founder and artistic/general director of CU Boulder’s New Opera Workshop, she continues to passionately promote the creation, collaboration and production of new American works.
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International pianist and educator Jeremy Reger maintains an active performing and coaching career. He has served on the music staff of Virginia Opera, Eugene Opera, Hawaii Opera Theater, Mill City Opera, Minnesota Opera, Skylark Opera and Aspen Opera Theater. He recently joined the CU Boulder faculty as a vocal coach. Previously, he taught at the Music Academy of the West, at Christopher Newport University, in Recife, Brazil, and at Indiana University. He has played in the Virginia Symphony, the Williamsburg Symphonia, the Carmel Symphony and the Terre Haute Symphony. Reger earned a doctorate in collaborative piano from the University of Michigan under Martin Katz.
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